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ABSTRACT
Can a system discover what a user wants without the user explicitly issuing a query? A recommender system proposes items of
potential interest based on past user history. On the other hand,
active search incites, and learns from, user feedback, in order to
recommend items that meet a user’s current tacit interests, hence
promises to offer up-to-date recommendations going beyond those
of a recommender system. Yet extant active search methods require
an overwhelming amount of user input, relying solely on such input
for each item they pick. In this paper, we propose MF-ASC, a novel
active search mechanism that performs well with minimal user
input. MF-ASC combines cheap, low-fidelity evaluations in the style
of a recommender system with the user’s high-fidelity input, using
Gaussian process regression with multiple target variables (cokriging). To our knowledge, this is the first application of cokriging to
active search. Our empirical study with synthetic and real-world
data shows that MF-ASC outperforms the state of the art in terms
of result relevance within a budget of interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Consider the following scenario. A user visits an online bookstore
looking for a new novel to buy. Given the large collection of options
that the bookstore offers, it is very difficult to identify interesting titles. Keyword search provides a starting point, but still, the returned
results may be too many to sift through. On the other hand, faceted
search creates fixed views of the book catalog that do not zoom in
on the books that would be of interest to the user. Similarly, lists
of popular or highly-rated books offer general recommendations.
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These interfaces may serve as a good starting point but are far from
helping the user quickly complete their task.
A way to meet the user’s intent is to employ a recommender
system [23]. However, recommender systems require a high computational cost for retraining. Ideally, a system should interact with
and learn from the user, seeking the user’s feedback to assess its
own guesses about the user’s interests. That is the idea behind active
search [9, 16, 29, 30]: an online learning mechanism that, given a
set of items, a similarity measure between them, and previous user
feedback, iteratively chooses the next item to present to the user
for evaluation. This mechanism balances curiosity for unexplored
items (exploration) with the need to meet the user’s needs through
this interaction (exploitation). The goal is to maximize a cumulative
relevance function over all presented items until the user quits.
Since past choices affect future ones, active search is more than
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [3]. The state-of-the-art active
search method, GP-Select [29], models user utility as a sample from
a Gaussian Process and applies Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)
to address the exploration–exploitation dilemma.
Still, conventional active search methods expect that user provides all the input they receive. This requirement imposes an overwhelming burden on the user. The question arises: Could we combine the user’s feedback with insights extracted from other information sources in an online manner, so as to alleviate the burden on the
user and deliver highly relevant results within a few interactions?
In this paper, we propose an active search method that merges
user inputs with inputs derived from other sources, as from a recommender system, so as to learn a continuous relevance score function
that captures the user’s interests. We treat the problem as one of
regression and apply the toolbox of Gaussian process regression
with multiple target variables, i.e., cokriging. The use of cokriging
is motivated by several applications in engineering and justified
in terms of both conditional expectation and maximum-likelihood
estimation [7, 22]. Our design belongs to the class of multifidelity
methods [1, 7, 8], in which a low-fidelity function simulates expensive high-fidelity operations (e.g., car crash tests), so as to reduce the
required amount of high-fidelity evaluations. Likewise, we bolster
high-fidelity user evaluations by integrating them with correlated
low-fidelity system-derived evaluations. The low-fidelity function
is learned contemporaneously with the high-fidelity function, also
in active fashion. Our experiments with real and simulated user
interactions show that this Multifidelity Active Search with Cokriging (MF-ASC) mechanism outperforms the state of the art under
reasonably correlated fidelities.
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✔
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✘
✘
✔
✘
✔
✔
✘
✔
✔
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✔

Multifidelity
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Cokriging
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✔

Table 1: Related work with present (✔) and absent (✘) affordances.
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RELATED WORK

We survey related work on active search and multifidelity optimization. Table 1 gathers together previous works’ characteristics.

2.1

Active Search

Online similarity learning. Online methods learn by interacting
with the user. MindReader [11] learns a distance function among
items in a database and example items provided by the user, thereby
inferring an implicit query expressed by weights over attributes.
Other works follow a similar approach to similarity learning [4, 24].
Such online learning methods adapt to user feedback, yet do not
adaptively determine what feedback to ask for.
Classificatory Active Search. Active learning incrementally selects data items to learn from based on previous observations [25].
Active search applies active learning to arrive at apt search results
under a limited budget of user feedback [30], balancing exploration
of user feedback on unknown values to improve its model and exploitation of that model to collect high-utility items. SVMact [27] applies active learning to learn a Support Vector Machine binary classifier. Bayesian Optimal Active Search (BOAS) [9] applies Bayesian
decision theory to active search for binary classification; Wang et
al. [30] extend this idea to graphs with a soft-label model by which
labeled nodes influence a query node in a manner diminishing by
distance. Yet, such approaches collect binary user feedback and
predict utility by means of binary classification [29].
Regressive Active Search. LinUCB [15] first proposed a ridgeregression technique with an upper confidence bound for recommendation by multi-armed bandits. GP-Select [29] models user
utility as a sample from a Gaussian Process and applies Gaussian Process Regression to address the active search exploration–
exploitation dilemma. GP-SOPT [16] applies similar ideas on graphs,
yet uses binary user feedback values, even while predicting such
values by regression. Thus, no previous work conducts active search
on graphs using regression-based prediction and multi-valued reward values at the same time. Besides, these methods can only
improve their predictions by accumulating user feedback.

2.2

Multifidelity Optimization

Multifidelity optimization is applied in the design of complex systems [1], where a computationally expensive high-fidelity objective
function is approximated by a less expensive low-fidelity function
and a few high-fidelity samples. For instance, in aeronautical design
minimizing friction at supersonic speed, the high-fidelity function is
a measurement on an aircraft wing, while the low-fidelity function
is a computer simulation [17].

MF-UCB [13] first introduced an upper confidence bound for
multifidelity function optimization by multi-armed bandits. MFGP-UCB [12] improved this bound further applying predictions
based on Gaussian Process Regression. Such works combine multiple inputs of diverse fidelities in order to achieve an optimization
objective. However, they assume that those diverse inputs are samples from the same distribution, arising out of a single phenomenon.
Thus, they disregard the potential different nature of such fidelities. By contrast, cokriging treats multifidelity sources properly as
samples from diverse correlated phenomena. Besides, such function
optimization methods are designed with an objective of function
optimization rather than active search, i.e., they do not directly
apply to a cumulative objective as required by active search. Similarly, MF-PES [34] performs function optimization by minimizing
the predictive entropy, while posing restrictive assumptions on its
objective function; thus, MF-PES cannot accommodate an active
search objective either. Last, MISO [20] performs function optimization by combining multiple sources, yet it applies gradient-based
optimization in order to calculate its acquisition criterion; thus, it
is inappropriate for online active search applications where a gradient of user interest cannot be derived conveniently. Overall, to our
knowledge, no previous work conducts active search by combining
multi-valued reward values via regression.

3

DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM SETTING

Active search is a process that progressively learns and meets the
user’s tacit interests. To do so, it seeks the user’s feedback on its own
guesses, balancing exploration of the unknown with exploitation of
the known. The user provides feedback by means of an undisclosed
user evaluation function w : X 7→ [0, 1] on any item x in a dataset
X ⊆ Rn . By our multifidelity design, the system also holds an
internal approximation of the user relevance score, w
e : X 7→ [0, 1];
we discuss w
e candidates in Section 5.
At each step the system retrieves an item x ∈ X from the dataset,
obtains its score either from the user or internally from w,
e and pays
a fixed operation cost, c ∈ R+ for asking the user and e
c ∈ R+ for
an internal evaluation, incurred, e.g., by a cloud computing service.
The system may request the evaluation of the same item x ∈ X
twice, once from the user and once internally; these two choices
correspond to the high-fidelity (φ H ) and low-fidelity (φ L ) strategy,
respectively. We call the set of items evaluated by the user so far
S H ⊆ X, and the set of items evaluated by the system S L ⊆ X. The
utility of a subset S ⊆ X is the total relevance of items in the S,
Í
U(S) = x∈S w(x). We aim to find a policy for selecting S H and
L
S that are expected to gain the highest utility by the end of the

interaction, under a given budget Λ:
arg max

U(S H )

S H ,S L ⊆X

Algorithm 1 Action engine

subject to

c |S H | + e
c |S L | ≤ Λ

The utility involves only S H since the user sees only S H ; internal
low-fidelity evaluations of S L are undisclosed to the user, to avoid
any unconscious bias. Finding the optimal policy is computationally
intractable even for binary w; some works approximate the optimal
plan with one-step lookahead [2] or heuristic methods [14].

4

THE MF-ASC FRAMEWORK

Our framework of Multifidelity Active Search with Cokriging (MFASC) seeks, and learns from, user feedback using two instruments:
an action engine that implements a policy and an approximate relevance function w(·)
e that estimates the user evaluation w(·).
Figure 1: A step of the action engine at time t used for recommendation. The data X is a matrix of users and item ratings.
MF-ASC selects one book to be rated, and the system either
shows the item to the user for evaluation (when t mod r = 0)
or evaluates it internally with low fidelity.
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The Action Engine

The action engine selects items for evaluation; it overcomes the
problem’s intractability and addresses the exploration-exploitation
dilemma using the acquisition criterion of [26], also used in GPSelect [29]. Our contribution with respect to [29] is that we provide
the means to integrate high- and low-fidelity sources by Bayesian
multifidelity inference. A parameter r ≥ 0 determines the ratio of
low-fidelity to high-fidelity calls; this parameter can be fixed in
advance or decided by the user. The problem of adapting r to given
needs is orthogonal to our work.
Algorithm 1 presents our action engine. For each fidelity choice,
it first computes the parameters of a regression model using the
current state information (Lines 2 and 6); it returns the item x ∈ X
that maximizes an Upper Confidence Bound (UCB)1 acquisition
criterion [26] by the regression model for either fidelity, excluding
previously chosen items (Lines 3, 8, 10). The βt parameter balances
exploration and exploitation: large βt favors exploring items having
high σ (x), i.e., uncertainty about their relevance, while small βt
favors exploiting items having high µ(x), i.e., value of relevance.
We emphasize that our system design is independent of the
choice of acquisition criterion. A choice better than UCB would improve performance while leaving the multifidelity inference mechanism intact. Yet UCB yields strong regret guarantees, as we explain
in Section 4.3.
1 For

t = 0, when no evaluation has been already provided, it returns a random item.

Input: Data X, S H , S L , Time t
Params: Fidelity ratio r
1: if t mod r = 0 then
p
// Where ρ, µ = µ w ; σ = diag(Kw )
2:
(ρ, µ, σ ) ← MF-Infer-High(S H , S L , κ)
// Acquisition criterion in [26]
3:
xt ← arg maxx∈X\S H µ(x) + β t σ (x)
4:
S H ← S H ∪ {xt }
5: else
q
e ; σ = diag(Kw
e ); Sec 4.2.2
// Where µ = µ w
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

4.2

(µ, σ ) ← MF-Infer-Low(S H , S L , κ)
// If negative correlation return lower-confidence bound
if ρ > 0 then
xt ← arg maxx∈X\S L µ(x) + β t σ (x)
else
xt ← arg minx∈X\S L µ(x) − β t σ (x)
S L ← S L ∪ {xt }

Multifidelity Inference

We now discuss the details of our inference model. To estimate the
value and uncertainty of the relevance score at each node, with
either fidelity, we assume that score at time t is a random variable sampled from a Gaussian distribution, and apply cokriging [7]
(i.e., Gaussian process regression over multiple target variables)
informed by the data structure and previous scores.
4.2.1 Prior Distributions. We assume that similar items are more
likely to get the same score. Then, the prior joint probability distribution of the relevance score function w is a Gaussian N(0, K) with
mean 0 and a covariance matrix K reflecting item similarity. To
capture this similarity, we face a choice between (i) implicit parameterization, which constructs a covariance function directly from
the item matrix; and (ii) explicit parameterization p : X → Rm ,
which first embeds items in a low-dimensional vector space and
then applies a parametric covariance function (kernel) κ on each
pair of items x, z ∈ S H ∪ S L — typically a squared exponential
2
kernel κ(v, u) = ηe −θ |p(v)−p(u)| — to compute a covariance matrix K, estimating kernel parameters {η, θ } by maximum likelihood
estimation [7]. Explicit parameterization is flexible due to its tunable parameters. On the other hand, it is complicated and incurs
information loss as a result of embedding.
We opt for a compromise between the explicit way (which considers relations between all item pairs) and the implicit way (which
considers only adjacency connections): first, we compute a similarity matrix S for the dataset (details discussed in Section 5). Then we
extract the Laplacian of S, L = D − S, where D is a diagonal matrix
Í |X |
obtained by summing the values in each row of S, Dii = j=1 Si j .
Last, we compute a covariance matrix from the Laplacian of S,
K0 = (L + λI )−1 , where λ is a regularization parameter that determines how much credit is to be given to S.
4.2.2 Posterior Distributions. We now obtain the means µ and
standard deviations σ of the posterior probability distributions for
relevance score random variables at time t, based on Gaussian priors
and the sets of items S H and S L evaluated at time t. We represent
the user and system scores for all items S H and S L evaluated by

time t as a vector y = (yL , yH )⊤ , where vector yL holds low-fidelity
evaluations and vector yH holds high-fidelity ones.
Low-Fidelity Inference (MF-Infer-Low). Let t L be the number
of items evaluated by low fidelity at time t; then we denote:

⊤
kwe (x) = K0 (x1 , x), ..., K0 (xt L , x)
and
h
it L
e
L L
Kw
0 = K0 (xi , x j )

where K(A, B) denotes the matrix [K(ai , bj )]i, j of pairwise correlations between items in sets A and B. These results conclude our
discussion of multifidelity inference (i.e., Lines 2 and 6 of Algorithm 1). We reiterate the fact that, aptly, low-fidelity calculations
are also used in high-fidelity inference.

4.3

i, j=1

e
Kw
0 is a square matrix made out of the contents of the covariance
matrix K0 for items already evaluated by low fidelity at time t. By
Bayesian inference calculations [22], the parameters of the lowfidelity posterior distribution N ∼ (µ we , Kwe ), are
e
2 −1 L
µ we (x) = (kwe (x))⊤ (Kw
0 + σn I ) y
w
e

w
e

K (x, z) = K0 (x, z)−k (x)

⊤

(1)

e
2 −1 w
e
(Kw
0 +σn I ) k (z)

(2)

where σn2 denotes the variance of noise associated with the model.
We give Equation 2 in its general form, yet calculate only the diagonal entries Kwe (x, x) of this covariance matrix, as we only need
variance values on single items (Algorithm 1, Lines 2 and 6).
High-Fidelity Inference (MF-Infer-High). Next, we assume that
the high-fidelity (user) score function w(·) is correlated with the
low-fidelity (system) score function w(·),
e and exploit this correlation
for inferring high-fidelity. The user score should then be a linear
combination of two independent stationary Gaussian processes
over the items X, namely w(·)
e scaled by a factor ρ and a Gaussian
process δ capturing the said correlation; thus, for an item x∈X:
w(x) = ρ · w(x)
e + δ (x).

(3)

As noted in Section 4.2.1, the priors of w
e and δ when the interaction starts, based on item similarities, are Gaussians. Let f
denote either w
e or δ . Then f = (f (v 1 ), ..., f (v | X | )) ∼ N(0, K0 ),

Í
Í | X | 2 
|X |
2
i.e., Pr{ f =x }∝exp − 12
i, j=1 Si j (x i −x i x j )+λ j=1 x j , where
λ is the regularization parameter in the computation of K0 from
the Laplacian of S. The cokriging correlation (Eq. 3) allows us to
build the inference of high-fidelity user relevance on top of the
low-fidelity one. We calculate ρ as:
ρ=

(yH )⊤ Kδ0 µ we (S H )
(µ we (S H ))⊤ Kδ0 µ we (S H )

,

where µ we (S H ) = [µ we (x1H ), ..., µ we (xtHH )]⊤ and Kδ0 is made out of
the contents of the covariance matrix for items already evaluated
tH
by high fidelity at time t, [K0 (xiH , xH
j )]i, j=1 . Eventually, we obtain
w
w
high-fidelity posteriors, µ (x) and K (x, z), as in Equations (1)
and (2), using the vector [yL , yH ] obtained concatenating vector
yL and yH in place of yL and the following combined covariances
e
in place of kwe and Kw
0 , respectively:


e (S L , {x})
ρKw
0
= 2 we L
ρ K (S , {x}) + Kδ0 (S H , {x})
 we L0 L

e (S L ,S H )
K0 (S ,S )
ρKw
w
0
K0 =
e H L
2 w
e H H
δ H H
ρKw
0 (S ,S ) ρ K0 (S ,S )+K0 (S ,S )
kw (x)



and

Algorithm Complexity and Regret
Guarantees

The complexity of MF-ASC depends on the outlined inference
method, which computes the posterior at each iteration of Algorithm 1 and applies it to eligible nodes (Line 3). This computation
takes O(|Xt | 3 + |X| · |Xt | 2 ), where Xt = S H ∪ S L is the set of lowand high- fidelity evaluations performed by time t, |Xt | 3 stands for
matrix inversion in Equations 1 and 2, and |X| · |Xt | 2 stands for
matrix-vector multiplications for each x ∈ X. We reiterate that, as
we need to know only variances in items, we only need to calculate posterior covariances along the diagonal. Hence, the overall
complexity of MF-ASC per iteration is O(|Xt | 3 + |X| · |Xt | 2 ); that
is cubic only in the number of evaluations, which is constrained by
the budget Λ; the complexity is linear in the number of nodes.
Given that datasets are finite discrete structures, the regret bounds
in [26] apply to our method. Thus, if we
p set the exploration-ex2 π 2 /6δ ), then
ploitation tradeoff parameter to βt = 2 log(|X|t
p
our action engine has a regret guarantee O( TγT log |X|) with
probability 1 − δ , where T is the number of user interactions,
Í
γT = 12 Tt=1 log(1 + σn−2 σt −1 (xt )), and σt −1 the posterior variance
at time t − 1 (Algorithm 1, Line 2).

5

APPLICATIONS OF MF-ASC

MF-ASC facilitates effective active search on different data types. An
exhaustive study of data types to use our framework on is outside
the scope of this work. Here, we suggest two practical domains:
consumer recommendation and information graph exploration.
The framework has two key components: a similarity function defined between pairs of objects and fidelity functions. The low-fidelity
function, in particular, is critical for the quality of predictions. An
inadequate choice would let posterior estimates degenerate to a
random predictor [32], due to the correlation by cokriging (Equation (3)). An effective low-fidelity function may be based on historical user interactions, such as query logs, and domain knowledge.
The design of such an elaborate fidelity function falls outside the
scope of this work. We present a general framework and instantiate
it with uncomplicated functions to highlight the benefits of the
framework as such.

5.1

Case 1: Consumer Recommendation

We first apply our active search framework in the domain of a classical consumer-rating-based recommender system. A conventional
recommender system estimates user preferences based on past interactions only. The data X is a matrix of users and items, where
each user expresses preferences on one or more items. We show the
effect of upgrading such a system with our MF-ASC mechanism:
the system itself provides low-fidelity input, while it also invites
the user to score selected items, so as to progressively learn the
user’s current preferences and improve its recommendations.

Similarity function. In general, the similarity between items can
be obtained from their attributes. The particular form of similarity
depends on the downstream application. In collaborative filtering
recommendations, one can obtain similarity from the distance between items’ latent factors, constructed, e.g., by Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the user-item preference matrix [5].
Fidelity functions. In this case, we take the predictions of a conventional recommender algorithm as the low-fidelity function and
real user’s input as the high-fidelity function.

5.2

Case 2: Information Graph Exploration

Next, we expand our study to the domain of information graphs. An
information graph is a quadruple G : ⟨V, E, ϕ,ψ⟩, where V is a set
of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges, ϕ : V 7→ LV , ψ : E 7→ L E are
node and edge labeling functions, respectively. Information graphs
present a particularly hard domain for learning algorithms due to
their high dimensionality and non-trivial structural relationships.
We show the effect of applying MF-ASC for search over such a
structure; in the absence of rating data, we simulate the low-fidelity
input that a recommender system would provide as a corrupted
version of the user’s high-fidelity input.
Similarity function. We compute a node similarity matrix S (Section 4.2) in a semi-supervised manner: We add an edge between
nodes with probability proportional to the Jaccard similarity of
their textual labels; in case of multi-attribute nodes, we take the
weighted sum of the Jaccard similarities among attributes of the
same type. Then we extract a node2vec [10] embedding of 50 dimensions, using 50 random walks of length 10 from each vertex,
window size 5, and a skip-gram model with negative sampling 5.
Last, cosine similarities of node embeddings give the entries of S.
Fidelity functions. We represent a user’s intentions via an intended set I, i.e., a set of nodes that the user tacitly wants to find.
We construct I as the result of a query, which the user is presumably unable to formulate explicitly, and simulate the high-fidelity
score w for a vertex v as the average cosine similarity from v to
nodes in I, normalizing all scores to [0, 1].
A low-fidelity function should approximate the preferences of a
user. We derive such functions from high-fidelity ones by introducing controlled errors, using a k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) approach:
for a given node v, we remove ℓ nodes from the set of its k NNs,
and calculate low-fidelity values as the average of high-fidelity values for non-removed neighbors; by tuning ℓ ≤ k and k, we obtain
low-fidelity functions with an arbitrary correlation to high fidelity.

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate MF-ASC against the state of the art in active search and
baselines. We implemented all methods in Python 2.7 and ran experiments on a 16G Intel i7-4790 machine running Ubuntu 14.04LTS.
Experimental methodology. We experiment with real and simulated users, on both consumer recommendation and information
graph exploration. We measure the quality of obtained output in
terms of relative regret. The regret is the deviation of utility from
the optimal utility. We compute the optimal utility UΛ∗ for a given
budget Λ by summing the relevance values w of the ground-truth
top-Λ nodes; then, the regret is UΛ∗ − UΛ , where UΛ is the sum of

utilities attained by the evaluated method by the end of the interaction. Then the relative regret is the ratio between the obtained regret
and the average regret of the random method Rand over 50 runs:
UΛ∗ −UΛ
.
UΛ∗ −UΛRand

In each experiment, we report the average over exam-

ined instances; occasionally, we refer to this average relative regret
simply as Regret; dashed curves show the 0.2- and 0.8-quantiles for
corresponding curves of the same color. Relative regret measures
performance with respect to a random acquisition criterion; the
line Regret=1 represents the performance of Rand. In Section 6.4
we also report Recall@Λ, i.e., the ratio of relevant items (i.e., items
in the intended-set) in the top-Λ elements returned by each method.
We also report the time needed to select the next item to evaluate
and analyze the scalability of the methods in Section 6.7.
Datasets. We experiment on three datasets with real user data:
• Yahoo: The Yahoo music dataset from the KDD-Cup 2001 [6],
containing song ratings on a scale from 0 to 100. We extracted 5%
of the most active users and the most rated songs, obtaining 50k
users and 31k songs.
• Yelp: A dataset from Yelp challenge2 containing business ratings on a scale from 1 to 5. We selected users and businesses that
have at least 100 reviews, obtaining 68k users and 12k businesses.
• ACL3 : A graph expressing the research interests of 28 researchers
across 597 papers published in the Association for Computational
Linguistics conference from 2000 to 2006, presented as lists of paper
IDs; we used these lists as intended sets. We extract similarities
among papers using the full graph to which they belong, including papers from other venues, and use the papers’ term-frequency
feature vectors for cosine similarity calculations (see Section 6.1).
In addition, we have devised simulated user data with these realworld graph data:
• Freebase: We downloaded a snapshot of the Freebase4 knowledge graph and extracted a computer domain, FB-Comp, containing
information about computer models, manufacturers, software, and
hardware, as well as a fiction domain, FB-Fict, containing information on novels.
• Microsoft Academic Graph: We extracted two samples from
a network5 of authors, publications, affiliations, and venues: MAG
is a subgraph related to Computer Science conferences, with a
taxonomy of topics related to keywords; MAG-Sm is a subset of
MAG containing only papers. We calculate similarities among nodes
in MAG-Sm using edges in MAG as well.
The table below lists the characteristics of graph datasets: number of edges |E|, vertices |X|, node labels |LV |, edge labels |L E |; avg,

min, and max node degree; modularity [19]; and density, |E|/ |X2 | .
Dataset
FB-Comp
FB-Fict
MAG
MAG-Sm
ACL

|V |
9.7k
2.5k
6k
1.1k
597

|E |
18k
16k
14k
3.8k
614

Size
|LV |
9.7k
2.5k
6k
1.1k
597

Degree
|L E | Avg/Min/Max Mod. Density
70
3.7/1/1082
0.70 4 × 10−4
74
13.2/6/1081 0.63 5 × 10−3
5
4.8/1/391
0.69 8 × 10−4
1
-/-/1
-/-/-

User simulation. On graph data with simulated users, we construct simulated user feedback as a preference score w arising from
2 https://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge
3 http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/

sugiyama/SchPaperRecData.html, ‘dataset 1’

4 https://developers.google.com/freebase/data
5 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/microsoft-academic-graph/

a structured query on the graph, as discussed in Section 5.2. We
sample 5 nodes uniformly at random from the set of query results
and use them as the initial set with all methods. We hand-crafted
25 queries for FB-Fict, 17 for FB-Comp, 19 for MAG, and 43 for
MAG-Sm. All constructed queries for the first three datasets return
at least 15 results with no or little overlap. The table below shows
examples of such queries.
Dataset
FB-Comp
FB-Fict
MAG
MAG-Sm

Query description
Programming languages influenced by Python.
Soft with open source license.
Fiction characters who have a super ability to fly.
Fiction characters who are parents of students.
Authors that published papers alone.
Affiliations in Germany related to Genomics field.
All papers from field Anomaly Detection.
All papers from field User Modeling.

Implemented Algorithms. We implemented a baseline method,
a degenerate (randomized) active search variant, two single-fidelity
active search algorithms derived from previous works, and a multifidelity method designed for function optimization adjusted to
active search purposes. In particular, we compare MF-ASC against
the following contestants:
• LabelProp: a baseline method that applies label propagation [21]
with a k-nearest-neighbor kernel at each iteration and returns the
node having the maximum probability to belong to Class 1 for user
evaluation. We embed the similarity matrix S in a 2-dimensional6
space using t-SNE [28] and run the implementation of label propagation in scikit-learn7 . As the algorithm is designed for classification,
we convert user evaluations provided at previous iterations to binary, marking a node as positive (class 1) if its user relevance score
deviates from the maximum by at most 0.1.
• Rand: a method with an acquisition criterion that randomly
selects a node to be evaluated.
• GP-SOPT: the single-fidelity active search method in [16] that
uses the Laplacian of the data set’s similarity matrix S and a σ optimality criterion. We include this method in our study for the
purpose of establishing the superiority of the UCB acquisition criterion of the σ -optimality criterion. We do that by constructing the
following single-fidelity active search method, which represents
the best of previous work.
• GP_Lapl: a single-fidelity active search method that combines
the best choices of previous work: applies the UCB acquisition
criterion, as GP-Select [29], and represents the data set by the
Laplacian of its similarity matrix S, as GP-SOPT [16]. We set βi =
0.01, as explained in Appendix A.1. The default form of GP_Lapl
operates with high-fidelity input only, i.e., with user input as an
active search method. We also create a variant, LF-only, that works
with low-fidelity input only, ergo like a conventional recommender
system that does not request online user input.
• MF-GP-UCB: the state-of-the-art multifidelity function optimization method [12]. We adjusted the algorithm to an active search
setting by disallowing the querying of the same item and fidelity
pair more than once.
Parameter settings. We set c = 1 and e
c = 0, hence the budget Λ
expresses the number of user interactions. We set βt to 0.001 for
6 We

tried higher dimensionality, without much improvement, hence we sticked to 2.

7 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/label_propagation.html

high-fidelity and 0.01 for low-fidelity, steering low-fidelity evaluations towards exploration and high-fidelity ones towards exploitation; other values yielded worse results. We set the regularization
parameter λ to 0.01, as in [16]. Unless otherwise indicated, we set
the fidelity ratio in Algorithm 1 to r = 5, corresponding to one
round of user feedback for every 5 low-fidelity evaluations. We assume a default correlation of 1 between the two fidelities. We delve
into the effect of different correlation values in Section 6.5. Last,
we deem the computation of the similarity matrix S in Section 5 as
preprocessing for all algorithms.
The table below provides the default parameter values used in
the experiments unless otherwise stated.
Parameter
c
e
c
βt
r
λ

Default value
1
0
high-fid: 0.001;low-fid: 0.01
5
0.01

Meaning
User evaluation cost
System evaluation cost
Exploration/exploitation tradeoff (Alg. 1)
Low-high fidelity ratio (Alg. 1)
Regularization parameter for K0

Summary of results. Our results with real-user data, reported in
Section 6.1, confirm the advantage gained over the single-fidelity
method, GP_Lapl, as well as over the multifidelity method MF-GPUCB by using cokriging for fidelity fusion. Section 6.2 investigates
our choice of the acquisition criterion, showing that the GP_Lapl
acquisition criterion we employ is preferable to that of GP-SOPT.
In Section 6.3 we study the effect of the fidelity ratio r . Section 6.4
establishes the superior performance of MF-ASC over state-of-theart methods in an ideal case, while Section 6.5 shows that MFASC can predict simulated users up to 3× faster if the correlation
between low- and high- fidelity is at least 0.5. Section 6.6 illustrates
that MF-ASC outperforms single-fidelity methods even when the
simulated user input is discretized. Last, Section 6.7 shows that
MF-ASC achieves real-time performance with a fast learning rate.

6.1

Real User Preferences

First, we test algorithms on preferences derived from real users on
the domains discussed in Section 5: consumer recommendation and
information graph exploration.
Consumer Recommendation. In this experiment, we use the
Yelp and Yahoo data. High-fidelity evaluations are provided by
recorded user-item ratings. Since these ratings are incomplete, we
restrict the search area of the high-fidelity function during tests
for all algorithms, so that they only query high-fidelity for items
on which there is a recorded user score. Thus, we use the score
that the real user in question would provide. On the Yelp data, we
define the low-fidelity function as the average score of an item (i.e.,
business) by all friends of a user, if any. We obtain a low-fidelity
function on the Yahoo data by partitioning it into training (60%) and
testing (40%) parts along the time dimension. Testing data provide
high-fidelity evaluations, while training data provide low-fidelity
predictions on the testing data by means of collaborative filtering
with SVD.
We test on 30 randomly selected users for each dataset. Here,
we set c = 65 and e
c = 61 in MF-GP-UCB, which balance low-fidelity
calculations in the same manner as r = 5 does in MF-ASC. Figure 2
presents our cumulative results. On both data, MF-ASC outperforms
LabelProp and MF-GP-UCB, as well as the random baseline by

LabelProp
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MF-ASC
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Figure 4: ACL with real-user intended sets.
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We now proceed to an exhaustive experimental evaluation with simulated user data. We first assess our choice of acquisition criterion
vs. the σ -optimality criterion of GP-SOPT [16]. We set GP-SOPT
against GP_Lapl [26], which uses the UCB criterion that we have
adopted in MF-ASC. We set the value of βt , which controls the
exploration-exploitation tradeoff in GP_Lapl, to 0.01, as we report
in Appendix A.1. Figure 5 shows the results on MAG-Sm, tuning
the GP-SOPT α and k parameters. Notably, GP_Lapl, represented
by a black curve, outperforms all GP-SOPT variants, represented
by solid-color curves. This result establishes that σ -optimality is
inappropriate for regression problems. Henceforth, we use GP_Lapl as the state-of-the-art benchmark combining best practices of
previous works.
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Figure 2: Relative regret vs. Λ on real datasets.
In the above, we examined a single-fidelity method that uses
only the high-fidelity component of MF-ASC. In order to complete
our study, we need to also examine a single-fidelity method that
uses only the low-fidelity component of MF-ASC, hence behaves
like a traditional recommender system. Figure 3 presents our results
with such a method, LF-only. We observe that LF-only fares much
worse than active search methods, reaffirming the advantage of
active search over a conventional recommender system.
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Figure 5: Relative regret of GP-SOPT compared to GP_Lapl
on MAG-Sm for different k, α.
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Figure 3: Relative regret vs. Λ on real data with LF-only.
Information Graph Exploration. Here, we use the ACL dataset.
We obtain high-fidelity evaluations by averaging the term-frequencyvector cosine similarity between a paper and the papers in a researcher’s intended set. Figure 4a shows results for a best-case scenario, where low-fidelity has correlation=1.0 with high-fidelity. In
a more realistic scenario, low-fidelity evaluations are derived by
cosine similarity between a paper and a researcher’s most recent papers (not the full list). Figure 4b shows the regret difference between
MF-ASC and GP_Lapl per researcher in that case, color-coding
the measured (absolute) correlation between high- and low-fidelity.
MF-ASC clearly outperforms GP_Lapl when the absolute correlation is greater than 0.75, consistently with our observations on
simulated user interests. This result is due to the sensitivity of
MF-ASC to noise in low-fidelity data. In a passive learning setting,
multifidelity models perform no worse than single-fidelity ones
[31, 33], as the former are reducible to the latter. However, in active
learning, low-fidelity noise affects the search on high-fidelity data.

6.3

Varying the Fidelity Ratio (r )

Next, we study the effect of the budget Λ and fidelity ratio r on
the regret of MF-ASC. Figure 6 presents our results on MAG-Sm.
Expectedly, the budget Λ, i.e., the number of high-fidelity user
evaluations, affects quality, achieving a 5-fold improvement from
10 to 100 queries. The ratio of low-fidelity queries per high-fidelity
evaluation also has significant, albeit gradually attenuated, effect.
This result justifies our choice of r = 5 as a default value that
achieves a reasonable quality-speed tradeoff.
Λ=10
Λ=20
Λ=40
Λ=100

Regret

Regret

LabelProp

Regret

a wide confidence margin. On the Yahoo data, the single-fidelity
method, GP_Lapl, performs better than multi-fidelity methods.
This is due to weak correlations between low and high fidelity:
the average Pearson coefficient between fidelities on the Yahoo
data is 0.13, whereas on the Yelp data it is 0.4. Therefore, on the
Yahoo data, multi-fidelity methods cannot regain the budget spent
on exploring the dependence between fidelities. Despite this poor
performance of multi-fidelity methods on the Yahoo data, MF-ASC
clearly outperforms MF-GP-UCB. This result testifies the virtues of
the cokriging approach to data source fusion.

Fidelity ratio r

Figure 6: Relative regret on MAG-Sm vs. r .
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Figure 7: Relative regret and Recall@Λ vs. Λ in case low-fidelity is equal to high-fidelity.
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Figure 8: Relative regret vs. Λ and fidelity correlation (shown by numbers in the legend), MAG-Sm.
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Figure 9: Relative regret vs. Λ and number of discretized score values (shown by numbers in legend) on MAG-Sm.

6.4

Effect of Budget (Λ)

We now commence our comparative evaluation of different methods, studying the effect of the interaction budget Λ on performance.
Figure 7 shows our results on average relative regret and Recall@Λ
(the share of found elements in the intended set) vs. Λ on all datasets,
setting MF-ASC against the best method derived from the state of
the art, GP_Lapl, and the LabelProp baseline. We consider an ideal
scenario when low-fidelity is equal to high-fidelity. MF-ASC consistently outperforms both competitors with a significant improvement over GP_Lapl on all datasets. On the other hand, LabelProp,
being a passive method, shows the worst performance.

6.5

Sensitivity to Fidelities Correlation

Thus far, we have used a low-fidelity function correlated to the simulated user input. Here, we study the sensitivity to the correlation

between the low- and high-fidelity functions. Figure 8 reports our
results vs. different handcrafted correlation values and also different fidelity ratios r , ranging from r =1 (Figure 8a) corresponding
to one low-fidelity evaluation after each high-fidelity request, to
r =10 (Figure 8d). The results indicate that with a reasonably high
correlation value MF-ASC outperforms GP_Lapl, while with lower
values it does not fare so well. Besides, the advantage of MF-ASC
becomes evident at earlier interaction steps as more low-fidelity
evaluations are performed (Figure 8c).

6.6

Sensitivity to Score Granularity

Our simulated user relevance score has hitherto been continuous.
Still, real-world users provide granular input of a few grades [18].
We now examine the sensitivity of our results to the granularity
of user input. Figure 9 reports our results with the simulated user

input discretized, with both MF-ASC and GP_Lapl, for different
granularities of this discretization as well as for different correlation
values between high- and low-fidelity scores. Note that regret is still
calculated with respect to continuous high-fidelity values. We also
use continuous values for low-fidelity scores as they are specified
by an internal model of the user which is expected to work with
such continuous values.
Notably, a discretization granularity of 2 levels (i.e. binary scores)
gives poor quality, whereas 3 levels achieve quality indistinguishable from that of 10 levels; that is also virtually identical as that of
the continuous case, which we omit from the figure as its difference
from the 10-level one is imperceptible. These results confirm that
a continuous user function, which we have used in the rest of our
simulated-user studies, yields results that we can also achieve with
the kind of discrete input that real-world users provide.
In the complementary problem of function interpolation, the
benefits of using a multifidelity approach over a single-fidelity one
were studied in [32]. That study shows that, depending on the
cost ratio of the high-fidelity function to the low-fidelity function
and the correlation between them, the multifidelity approach is
beneficial, whereas when the cost ratio or correlation is sufficiently
low, multifidelity loses its advantage.

6.7

Scalability

Last, we evaluate MF-ASC on its ability to produce real-time answers with growing budget Λ. Figure 10 shows our results on time
per user interaction (i.e., high-fidelity evaluation) vs. Λ, as well as
its variance, on logarithmic axes. As expected (cf. Section 4.3), the
time per interaction of MF-ASC grows cubically in the number of
high-fidelity evaluations. As MF-ASC evaluates r =5 times more
nodes than GP_Lapl, due to low-fidelity internal evaluations, it
incurs additional computational overhead. However, this time remains within real-time performance. Even with the biggest dataset,
FB-Comp, time per interaction is less than 1 second.
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Figure 10: Time per iteration; shades denote 0.8 quantiles.

7

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed MF-ASC, an active search mechanism that integrates
user feedback with information from an internal evaluation function
via cokriging Gaussian interpolation, and thereby finds results the
user wants with minimal user input. As MF-ASC performs similarity
computations in a preprocessing step, it faces no scalability obstacle
— its time complexity is cubic only in the size of the set of scored
nodes; the core motivation of this work is to ensure that this set
is kept small. Our experimental study on real and simulated user
data shows that MF-ASC surpasses the state of the art, delivering
highly relevant information after a few user interactions.
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REPRODUCIBILITY DETAILS

Here, we report some details pertaining to our implementation
and reproducibility. All our implementations and data used for
experiments are available8 online.

A.1

Tuning βt for GP_Lapl

In order to make a fair comparison, we tune GP_Lapl on the best
value of the exploration-exploitation tradeoff βt . Recall that a large
βt favors exploration, skewing the selection towards nodes with
high uncertainty. Figure 11 reports the results on the largest (FBComp) and the smallest (MAG-Sm) dataset; we witnessed similar

performance for the other datasets. We note that βt ∼ 0.01 is the
optimal choice for GP_Lapl; thus, we set βt = 0.01.
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β t =10−4
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Figure 11: Regret of GP_Lapl vs. Λ and βt .
8 https://github.com/user526/BMFASC

